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*This guide is meant to be a living document. Feedback welcome at mitgovlab@mit.edu.
Why difficult conversations?

You are entering into a partnership because you have presumably decided that there is enough of an overlap in your interests and actions to pursue a joint agenda. But where do you diverge? Frequently, we start collaborations with different—but unsaid—expectations. An academic might be working towards a peer-reviewed publication or looking to test out a new data collection method. A practitioner might be looking for data to help design a new initiative, or looking to evaluate an existing program’s effectiveness.

Bringing academia and practice together to address pressing problems is nothing new. In the last two decades these collaborations have become more common in political science as academics have sought new opportunities to develop innovative research, and for their results to have more real-world relevance. At the same time, new data and technologies combined with more data-driven decision-making have led government as well as non-governmental practitioners to seek more sophisticated ways to measure their impact and to inform their interventions.

These conditions have led to an increased interest in academic-practitioner research collaborations, especially in developing-country contexts where MIT GOV/LAB often operates. Partnerships have proliferated but these relationships can be challenging to manage, with different incentives, expectations, needs, and timelines. Some of these challenges are institutional and difficult to change—such as the tenure-track requirements within academia which favor publications in academic journals over the applied nature of collaborations. We think these systemic challenges need to be addressed, but change is likely to be slow. In the meantime, the academic-practitioner collaborations that exist today can be managed better and yield better results for all by creating more functional partnerships.
“We need to talk”

This document is meant to highlight and provide guidance on how to have “difficult conversations” that often arise when academic researchers and practitioners decide to collaborate. The focus here on difficult conversations is intentional because we want to hone in on pivotal decision points and issues that are frequently overlooked, or brought up too late.

At MIT GOV/LAB, part of our mission is to produce and promote engaged scholarship on how to encourage citizens to voice their needs and engage their governments in productive ways. Our working definition of engaged scholarship is rigorous research that is co-created by practitioner organizations and grounded in field work. This collaborative process increases the likelihood that practitioners will be able to use research results and apply them to their work. Our engaged scholarship model is based on values of equitable exchange between practitioners and academics. For us, equitable exchange starts with outlining potential costs and benefits and acknowledging potential power asymmetries to spread risk out more evenly and maximize learning for both parties.

Over the years, we’ve collaborated with numerous practitioner partners in diverse geographies on projects small and large—and we’ve learned a lot along the way. This guide builds on MIT GOV/LAB’s deep experience of learning in the field and from many honest conversations with partners reflecting on “what could have gone differently.” Based on our experience and the principle of equitable exchange, this guide focuses on research collaborations related to political science, with an emphasis on empirical evidence, and with practitioners who are often based in developing countries. Practitioners can be a diverse set of actors, and MIT GOV/LAB tends to partner with groups grounded in local contexts, oftentimes within civil society or local government who have long-standing presence in the communities we seek to engage.

Who is this guide for?

This guide is intended for academics and practitioners who want to improve the collaborative research process. Equity is an essential guiding principle for most practitioners and academics, but the fact is that power is almost never distributed equally between partners. Decision-making power in a partnership often aligns with funding, and this can feel contrary to the principle of equity. This guide cannot rectify major imbalances, but in our experience, there is significant room for improvement in how partnerships are designed.

For practitioners, this guide sheds light on some of the common motivations and incentives in the academic world that can influence research projects. It should also help practitioners manage their partnerships in a way that boosts learning opportunities for their organizations. For academics interested in engaged scholarship, this guide is one way to start designing and implementing research with values of mutual respect and equity. In particular, we hope early-stage graduate students and staff at practitioner organizations will find something new and useful to apply in their work. Finally, we hope this guide helps both sides manage their partnerships so they can learn from each other’s strengths and create lasting skills in their own organizations.
The most difficult conversations

Here are a few of the most common trip-wires we’ve come across in our experience brokering academic-practitioner collaborations, from both sides of the bench. We offer some of the strategies we use at MIT GOV/LAB to try and mediate these challenges. Each pertains to a section in the guide.

▪ **Results: what if they’re negative or null?** Working through different scenarios early on is essential to set expectations about possible research results and what they mean for both academics and practitioners. At MIT GOV/LAB, we seek partners who want to learn equally from what works and what doesn’t work. Even if the results of our projects are not suitable for academic publishing, we commit to producing non-academic outputs (i.e., summary findings, policy briefs) and to report on collaborations. Talk through possible outcomes at the outset to clarify motivations and deliverables on both sides. More on [setting expectations in](#) Section 1.

▪ **Timelines: are we on the same page?** Often there is a tension between practitioners eager for results that they can use quickly, and academics who work on multi-year timeframes. To address this challenge, we try to get everyone on the same page about key dates, deadlines, and timetables for scoping, preliminary work, and pilots. Once a project starts, sunk costs and path dependency can prolong a collaboration that is no longer beneficial for both parties. So, after each phase, we take time to reflect on the process and decide together whether it makes sense to move forward. In some cases, the answer is no, and that’s okay. More on [timelines](#) in Section 2.

▪ **Buy in: how do we work together?** Oftentimes collaborative projects have buy-in from leadership, but not from staff who will be implementing the project or research in the field. To the extent possible, including a range of staff from both teams throughout the decision-making process is important to developing a successful project with ownership across both teams. More on [collaborative decision-making](#) in Section 3.

▪ **Outputs: what is this all for?** Understanding where, and to whom, results will be disseminated is critical to producing something that’s useful to target audiences. That’s why it’s crucial to talk through potential outputs, and clarify when early results might be ready and how they can be used. It’s also important to make sure the results are translated or broken down clearly for practitioner audiences, especially if complex, experimental methods are used. More on [results and learning](#) in Section 4.

▪ **Power: how do we address equity in research collaborations?** Implicit to many of these conversations is the tension over resources and power, and who produces, interprets, uses, and holds knowledge. In writing this guide, we acknowledge that there is a deep body of work examining the production of knowledge and diversity of approaches to engaged scholarship. We don’t discuss in detail issues of equity in this guide, but we link to some useful resources on [equitable partnerships](#) in the final section.¹

¹ More on MIT GOV/LAB’s strategic plan and approach to engaged scholarship online: [https://mitgovlab.org_updates/whats-next-for-mit-gov-lab/](https://mitgovlab.org_updates/whats-next-for-mit-gov-lab/)
How to use this guide

The guide is structured in a series of questions meant to clarify our priorities and spell out assumptions. Each section includes questions that both partners should consider together, with specific lists aimed at academics and practitioners.

1. First, we suggest reading through the questions posed to your collaborator. Implicit in these questions are some of the common challenges in building partnerships between academics and practitioners.

2. Second, take some time to answer the questions posed to you. Ask your partner to do the same, and then talk through your answers. We don’t expect that workshopping the questions will dissolve differences, but we find that raising these issues can help convert potential tensions into more productive and creative exchanges.

3. Third, record the outcome of these discussions in a shared document. See guidelines below.

4. Lastly, based on your project timeline, set up regular check-ins to review what has changed and adjust as necessary. Use this guide as a living check-list to review the various aspects of a partnership which are likely to change and evolve along the way.

How to start the conversation

When do you broach sensitive topics and how do you explain why these questions matter? Two recommendations. First, having these conversations face-to-face is incredibly valuable for relationship-building. To the extent possible, multiple in-person interactions demonstrate commitment and are critical for building trust and understanding. Second, in our experience, starting open conversations early on in the partnership makes for more open and productive decision-making.

Seem simple? Good. Relationship-building takes time and patience, but initial optimism is required. This guide does not attempt to solve the underlying causes of potential challenges, but we do offer suggestions for having open conversations about the motivations, incentives, expectations and restrictions each partner faces. We think these are questions that each party needs to answer for themselves, and then “come clean about” to their partner.
1 / Incentives and expectations

In the desire to agree on the partnership and set it off to a good start, either side may be cautious in revealing too much of their expectations up front. In our experience, revealing more earlier is better. Below we include questions to unpack why each party is interested in the research partnership, and what expectations they have.

Ask each other:

- What do you want out of this collaboration? Ask why five times to better understand who or what is really motivating the research study.  
- How do you see the roles and responsibilities of your partner? For instance, will the practitioner primarily help facilitate the fieldwork (inroads into communities, translation, etc.)? Will the researcher be integrated into the practitioner organization or act more independently?

Ask your practitioner partner:

- How do you plan to use the results? Is there a specific decision(s) or donor report(s) that the research results will inform?
- What is at stake or how important are the results to your organization? For example, are the results important to the core of the organization (mission critical), are you evaluating a key component of your Theory of Change, or do you want to use the results to re-think or re-design a major component of your implementation?
- What kind of results do you need? For example, are you hoping to get statistically significant results or show causal impact? Similarly, are you trying to evaluate more than one initiative bundled together? It's important to discuss early on what level of certainty you need for results, because the answers will directly affect possible research designs and budget.
- If you’re testing a particular initiative, are there still opportunities to tweak or change it, or must it remain exactly as is? Are you able to pilot or test implementation ideas before taking a project to scale? Getting a clear sense of what’s already set in stone will help everyone understand the full range of possibilities for the research design.
- How will results be received? For example, how would your team deal with mixed, null, or negative results, especially if you have been hoping to confirm a program’s effectiveness? We find it useful to illustrate what the potential outcomes from an experimental study might be, so that the practitioner is very clear on the range of possible results.

Ask your academic partner:

- Are these data for a dissertation or tenure-track promotion? Are you looking for data that will yield a peer-reviewed paper? Academic milestones often have long-term timelines as well as standards for rigor and method that might dictate the research design. Make sure to ask your academic partner to explain these design elements.

---

2 The “Five Whys” technique was developed by Toyota as a way to approach problem solving that gets to the root of a technical issue by understanding the human dimension (https://hbr.org/2012/02/the-5-whys.html).
- Are there specific methods that are a must for you (e.g. do you need an experiment)? What other characteristics of the study are non-negotiable for you (e.g. sample size, ability to randomize, geography, etc.)? Conversely, what components of the research design are flexible and can be adjusted to fit practitioner needs?

- Do you foresee yourself as the primary owner of the data? Of all the data (e.g. including descriptive statistics) or primarily experimental data? What does this mean for the ability of the practitioner to use the data—e.g. can practitioners do their own analysis, or produce their own outputs? Is the release of data for you time-sensitive, and what are those timelines? (More on timelines below).

- What do you need the practitioner to provide? For example, do you need recommendations or contacts for government officials, communities, or research assistants?

We were really interested in doing some sort of experimental research design comparing people’s opinions and proposed government policies. The partner had been hoping to use the results to confirm some of their takeaways from their ongoing work with communities in order to advance their political advocacy. Before we decided on the research question, we wanted to clarify early on that this type of study could have inconclusive findings. So, we talked through various scenarios, including the possibility of positive, negative or null results, and worked together to set realistic expectations. I’m really glad we did this early on so the partner could make an informed decision on how to support the project. - MIT researcher in Nigeria

2 / Exploratory phase and timelines

During initial conversations, both sides usually try to interpret what the other side says and fit them into particular boxes. That’s why, in our experience, it’s so important to build some lead time into the project to test the waters, get to know the context, and have time to clarify initial misunderstandings. This process leads to more innovative research questions, and helps avoid some of the common preconceptions and biases that can undermine effective collaboration.

Misaligned timelines are another major theme in getting practitioner-academic collaborations to work. The practitioner world tends to work on annual project and donor timelines, which have deadlines for reporting, renewals, and fundraising. Academic timelines tend to revolve around semesters, dissertation or graduation schedules, tenure track progression, the academic calendar, and windows of opportunity to access funding.

Ask each other:

- What timelines matter most? When do big decisions need to be made? Can you create a common, shared calendar, updated in real time?
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- Are you able to include a “phase zero” in your plan? Taking time to conduct exploratory research, even for a couple of weeks, and spending time with partners in the field is valuable in identifying innovative research questions together before committing to implementation and study components.

- At a minimum, can you design and fund a scoping trip to “ground-truth” in person before setting down major parameters of the research design? We find it useful to discuss what type of research—descriptive, observational, lab-in-the-field—would be ideal and what would be minimal for scoping to inform the next stage of your study, given time and resources.

- Can there be a regular check-in time? Can we build pivot or exit points into the partnership? These can be around certain key moments—for example, after the “phase zero” or after the pilot—whereby both parties agree to review the progress, content, and direction of the collaboration, and grant each other the right to re-open discussions on how best to proceed, if at all. These pivots or exit points can be built into a Work Plan or Memoranda of Understanding.

- Who is part of the team? Do we have sufficient support for the project? Detail out roles, responsibilities, and time in the field for both teams including project managers, junior researchers, students, and research assistants.

Ask your practitioner partner:

- Are you bound by project-reporting or grant timelines? What calendar do you follow? Are there any important funding decisions we should know about? In many cases, practitioners are raising money to support projects and team salaries, which makes these deadlines high-stakes.

- What level of results do you need by these various timelines? For example, sometimes descriptive information is enough to update a board or advising committee. Other times, donors might expect experimental results in order to fund the next stage. See Section 4 for more on how results need to be presented to be useful as well as the process and responsibility for producing outputs to inform practitioner decision-making.

Ask your academic partner:

- What academic timeline matters most and what are the key dates when you need results? For graduate students, important dates might include going on the job market, submitting a dissertation, or graduating. For professors, tenure clocks or promotion timelines can drive the need for publication. Articles for academic journals take on average three to five years from data collection to publication.

- How much time are you personally planning to spend in-country for this project? Will you be in country for key decision points in the study, for example, piloting or the start of the fieldwork? If there are particular moments in the research when you want the academic partner to be available, be sure to say that up-front.

- How much time are you expecting to spend on this research? Will you be conducting other research projects at the same time? Do you have enough people on your team to cover all the required field work, data analysis, and writing or are you expecting the practitioner to provide support?
We partnered with MIT GOV/LAB to help evaluate part of our theory of change, but we were up against hard decisions about the future direction of our organization—it was sink or swim, we had to either prove what we were doing worked or move on to new endeavors. At first, we talked about doing a much larger study, but it just wasn’t feasible given the timeline. After some back and forth, we were able to settle on a design that could be completed in time to give us the results we needed to decide next steps. – Civil technology organization in South Africa

3 / Collaborative decision-making and team buy-in

Being open about where you are coming from is a necessary first step in getting to know your partner. As the relationship develops, equally important is determining how you will make decisions moving forward. At MIT GOV/LAB, we work through an engaged scholarship model based on co-design, meaning practitioners actively work with us at each stage of the research ideation, design, piloting, implementation, and dissemination process. Clarifying roles and responsibilities as well as decision-making processes can support productive exchange.

Critical to decision-making is ensuring there is real team buy-in. For example, sometimes there is buy-in from the leadership of the practitioner organization (the Director or CEO), but not necessarily from the team responsible for implementing the program. Or there can be a disconnect between the central office and the field offices. In these cases, buy-in doesn’t only refer to being part of the decision-making process, but also having a clear understanding of what the collaboration is about and what is expected of everyone. In our experience, collaborations work better when links between the teams are “thick” and rely on the active collaboration of several people on each side.

Ask each other:

- How should the research be designed? For example, who should be included in the selection of the core themes to be studied, in the design itself, or in adding items to the data collection tools? Who has the final word on critical components of the intervention design and the research design?
- Who are the key decision-makers? What are their roles and responsibilities in the research collaboration? What is the process for decision-making for projects and research? Understanding who sign offs on any implementation changes or resources for research support is important for strengthening cooperation and buy-in. This information would be good to document in a Work Plan.
- Have you participated in academic-practitioner research collaborations before? Where was it? Was fieldwork involved? This background information can be helpful for initial planning and onboarding.
Ask your practitioner partner:

- Who are the main people at the organization who will be communicating with the academics? It’s great to have a mix—the leadership, but also others who will be involved directly to help either implement the initiative, the research, or who have a stake in the results. These could be program leads, monitoring and evaluation staff, and procurement.
- What is the role of the monitoring and evaluation team in the collaboration, their capacity to participate, and also their interest in gaining practical skills through the collaboration? Monitoring and evaluation teams are in charge of fostering learning in the organization (including use of evidence to inform programming), so their involvement can help ensure that lessons and insights are absorbed in the organizational thinking and decision-making.
- Are there stakeholders outside the practitioner organization that should be included in some of the initial discussions? These could be government stakeholders, civil society partners, donors, local academics, or others. Of course, the more people there are to consult and manage, the more likely there will be a communication breakdown at some point, but some carefully-selected outside stakeholders could form a useful advisory group.

Ask your academic partner:

- Who is on the research team? What roles do they play and who is responsible for key decisions on research questions, designs, and implementation?
- Would research managers consider working from the practitioner organization’s office for a period of time? Often not more than a desk and wi-fi connection is required, and hosting is a good way for both sides to keep in touch about progress. It makes for easier dialogue with a range of folks in the practitioner organization who may be involved in supporting the project, and it expands the possibilities for learning and skills-sharing.
- Who at the university is vested—or at least interested—in the collaborative research? Who might spend time discussing the expectations and interests with the wider group of professors, students, and research staff? Oftentimes universities can provide in-residence or sabbatical opportunities for practitioner teams to learn new skills and collaborate on writing and research projects.

Hosting PhD researchers as well as research managers from MIT GOV/LAB in our offices was helpful for the project, and enhanced learning. The arrangement started almost ad-hoc, as a logistical solution to the GOV/LAB team needing a working space. But it quickly became clear that the proximity was beneficial to both sides. Meetings could be frequent, sometimes brief, and even unplanned - over lunch, etc., which facilitated the flow of information. The collaboration was deeper and unexpected; for example, my colleagues in finance and operations were able to engage the MIT team and provide insights on aspects of the fieldwork. The MIT researchers were also very willing to provide impromptu learning sessions for the staff on the design, methodology, and early project results. -Learning, monitoring, and evaluation manager in Tanzania
4 / Learning and dissemination

Practitioners and academics often think differently about how to use results. For academics, it's typical to think in long timelines, towards peer-reviewed publications. For practitioners, timelines are often shorter, tied to programmatic or funding decisions. Practitioners’ needs can be varied, too. They might need to communicate findings internally in order to adjust a program. They might need to disseminate results in order to influence an ongoing public dialogue. Or they might need evidence to influence specific processes, stakeholders, and government policies. The list goes on. Because of these differences, it helps to sketch out the desired outputs and their uses for both parties ahead of time. How can both sides work together to produce results, in a range of formats that meets everyone’s needs?

Ask each other:

▪ What is the internal review process for each entity before we can share results? Most academics, to preserve academic freedom, will not want to have their findings and conclusions approved, but will welcome reviews, comments and interpretations.

▪ How many iterations or reviews of an output are reasonable? How much lead time does reviewer need? For example, the academic partner should address at least one round of questions and clarifying comments from practitioners before the output is considered final. Good practice is to jointly review sample outputs that you find useful and discuss what it would take to reproduce them.

▪ Does your university or organization have requirements or a process to follow for joint publications, co-branding or using each-other's logos? What about sharing news about the collaboration on social or traditional media? Some established organizations may have sophisticated approval processes, so it's important to check ahead of time to avoid complications from any public-facing communications.

▪ How will we spread the word about the results? Dissemination and marketing is almost always an afterthought, so think early about your communications strategy and what would have the biggest impact for your target audience. This might include resources and budget for a meeting, workshop, or webinar as well as expert support for writing for popular audiences, editing, layout and design for print or online multimedia.

Ask your practitioner partner:

▪ What are the minimum outputs that you need us to produce from this collaboration? Who is your target audience? Outputs might include descriptive statistics, field reports, final reports, or slide decks. Which are essential? Can you provide examples of what these outputs should or have looked like? Make sure to set expectations for producing outputs written in accessible language and without jargon for target audiences.

▪ What outputs do you want to produce yourself but would like the academics to review? For example, the team may want to produce a “research brief” for policy audiences based on the findings. Best practice is to ask for academic review to ensure accuracy.
Ask your academic partner:

- Who owns the data? If academics are conducting quantitative research, it’s possible they will be collecting and storing the raw data, which may contain sensitive or personal information. Discuss whether it is useful to share this data, in what format, and what redactions might be needed for sensitive data.
- Will experimental results need to be replicated before they can be used for program or policy recommendations? Replications are when someone independently tries to recreate causal results from the raw data, to see if the analysis is correct. Ask more about what this means for interpreting your results and why it might be a good idea to spend the extra time and resources for this.
- How much time can you set aside developing non-academic outputs? This includes resources for policy memos and presentations, and support to translate the results from technical academic jargon to more common language for diverse audiences. In our experience, the minimum package includes a summary report (with detailed methodology and results), accompanying slide deck, and descriptive statistics.
- Can you offer opportunities for teaching, skills-sharing, and capacity-building for practitioner staff? Explore what would be of interest (e.g., methodological training on sampling, survey tools, piloting, data analysis). Collaboration and skill-sharing that go beyond the immediate research project is a big part of engaged scholarship.

It was the first time our partner worked on a randomized control trial (RCT) in the field. We worked with them on every step of the research design process, but the results were still pretty complicated to communicate - we had an experiment within an experiment, indexed primary and secondary outcomes... To make sure the findings were interpreted correctly, we put together a number of non-academic outputs, including a slide-deck presentation for government, a policy report, blogs, and more. These pieces helped the partner advocate for future projects and they were able to convene a broad coalition of stakeholders who engaged with project to share the results. The extra outputs took valuable time to produce, but the end result for our partners was worth it - MIT researcher in the Philippines.
Getting this down in writing

What type of documentation would be most useful to track decisions, determine roles and responsibilities, timelines, outputs, and resources committed? The answer depends on institutional requirements as well as organizational capacity. A few tools we use at MIT GOV/LAB include (templates in the Appendix):

- **Work Plan.** Jointly-produced document detailing roles and responsibilities, timelines, and outputs. The Work Plan serves as an informal agreement and living document that can be updated according to regular check-ins as the study progresses.

- **Risk and Equity Matrix.** An exercise to outline and consider risks, mitigation strategies, costs, and benefits. This tool is part of MIT GOV/LAB’s efforts on engaged scholarship to better consider and prepare for impacts on different actors through a project’s lifetime. Furthermore, the matrix provides one way to build equitable exchange into decision-making for academic-practitioner research collaborations.

- **Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) or Data Sharing Agreement** might be more appropriate to delineate technical aspects, such as data management and funding that are often tied to research deliverables. Standard templates for MOUs vary by institution and any type of formal documentation should be developed in consultation with your host organization. We find MOUs are most helpful when working with large partner organizations that have technical capacity to negotiate legal terms.

- **Subaward or consultant?** If funds are being transferred between partners, it's important to consider the legal terms and conditions of the partnership and who holds decision-making power over the money. Depending on institutional arrangements, subawards typically offer more shared intellectual property, which may be beneficial.

Again, check first with your host institution to see their standards for setting up agreements. Consider what type of written document makes most sense to clarify roles, establish trust and build joint-ownership of the research outcomes. At MIT GOV/LAB we almost always start with a simple Work Plan that is held in a shared, accessible (Dropbox, Google Drive, etc.) location to document early conversations and decisions.
Resources for building partnerships

Engaged scholarship is part of GOV/LAB’s core mission. We don’t directly address the issues of power and inequities in this guide, but we want to provide some resources for further context.

- **Chicago Beyond: Why am I Always Being Researched?** A guidebook for community organizations, researchers, and funders to help us get from insufficient understanding to more authentic truth ([https://chicagobeyond.org/researchequity/](https://chicagobeyond.org/researchequity/)).

- **Silent Voices Manifesto.** New avenues for collaborative research; call for a dialogue on the practice of transnational collaboration in field research ([https://www.gicnetwork.be/silent-voices-manifesto/](https://www.gicnetwork.be/silent-voices-manifesto/)).

- **Research 4 impact.** A new evidence-based model for how to build relationships between people with diverse forms of expertise ([https://www.r4impact.org/](https://www.r4impact.org/)).

- **MIT GOV/LAB.** To track and learn from our own research collaborations, we publish Learning Cases that discuss the relationship-building process with partners.³

Feedback

This guide is meant to be a living document. As part of the next version, we will be gathering short testimonials to illustrate the various challenges and trip-wires common to academic-practitioner research collaborations. We welcome your feedback and experiences at mitgovlab@mit.edu.
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Appendix

Risk and Equity Matrix: Outlining Risks, Mitigation, Costs, & Benefits

Notes on using the template:

- Objective of this exercise is to think about possible risks and to consider if everyone in the research study is benefiting in an equitable manner.
- May be useful to include details at various stages of the research project (e.g., pre-implementation, implementation, post-implementation).
- May be useful to break down the categories of actors into multiple lines (e.g., different subject populations, partners, or government actors involved).
- This is just a suggested template; feel free to adapt to your project design.
- Questions/suggestions on the template? mitgovlab@mit.edu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COSTS</th>
<th>BENEFITS</th>
<th>RISKS</th>
<th>MITIGATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Subjects:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Assistants:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practitioner Partner:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Actors:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other? (Media, Civil Society, Enterprises)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Work Plan - Template

TITLE: [Practitioner] is partnering with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Governance Lab (MIT GOV/LAB) on a project focusing on [what the project is about]. The primary goals of the project are [list 3-5 high-level goals of the project]:
1. To implement...
2. To test...
3. To collect data on...

MAIN ACTIVITIES: Main activities of the project include: [List major activities including implementation and research]

DOCUMENT: This document outlines the roles and responsibilities of organizations involved. In many activities the two partners are expected to collaborate significantly, although each main role has one of the organizations as the lead. This document should be considered a working document and will be updated during the course of the collaboration.

ROLES and RESPONSIBILITIES:
- [Practitioner] has the lead responsibility to:
- MIT GOV/LAB has the lead responsibility to:
- Joint responsibilities:

TIMELINE and DELIVERABLES:
- Detailed timeline with activities and dates as well as corresponding outputs and deliverables. Make sure to include revisions stages for drafts and final outputs.
- Describe any review or sign off processes required for external communications (this includes everything from academic publishing to blogs, social media, and presentations)

PAYMENT SCHEDULE and REPORTING:
- If the partnership involves payment come up with a draft payment schedule
- Note what level of reporting is required for finances and project outcomes
- List funders if applicable

CONTACTS:
- Note here names and contact information for key team members as well as specific roles and responsibilities for research, management, communications, and finances.